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The manifestation of dominants in the trilDiold. Jack 
Schultz Most of the dómiiiantsavai’1able in D.melanogaster 
have been observed in the triploid, in the course of a 
series of experiments concerned with the effects of upsets 
of genic balance on dominance relations. The following are 
easily classified when present in single dose in the trip-
bid: Bar, Beadex2, Bristle, Curly A  Deformed, Dichaete, 
Hairless, Hairy-wing, Jammed, Lobe’, Moire, Stubble. Those 
which are almost completely suppressed.iiclude: Delta, Gull, 
all Minutes, Notch, P1.eat,. Plum, Stai’. It;may be. noted 
that in no case is the mÆniestatior as extreme in the trip-
laid as it is in the diploid and Many of. the first group 
show a marked diminution of the effect. 	 V  

A few of these dominants have been studied in double 
dose. The Minutes and Moir do not survive. The following 
survive, manifesting the dominant characters in extreme 
form; Debts, Dichaete,Gull, Heirless, Plexate, Plum, Stubble. 

Inversions in the x-chromosome of D.melanogast’er - A. H. 
Sturtevant and G. W. Beadle - As is will known.-there exisT 
many different inversions in the X. �Whei;two of thŁse are 
put in the same female, single crossovers occur within the 
common. inverted regioli, and in sºveral combinatiQns viable 
crossover offspring are produced. The crossover chromosomes 
carry net deficienies and/or duplications for the regions. 
at the end-points O the invesions Thee (especially the. 
deficiencies), make it ossib1eto determinØ the endpoints 
with a precision limited’bnlyVby the nuiber of rece.ssive mu-
tations. whose loci are already accurately mapped adVj acent to 
the breaks. 	. 	. . 	--  

The nomenclature of the inversions. s now in a chaotic 
state; and becomes intolerably confusing when one begins 
dealing with crossovers between different inversions. TTe are 
using the following, scheme: Eachinversion is given an arbi-
trary letter; the secluence in C1B isreferred to as ’In Btt, 
that in y 4  as "In Y"O Then, for each pair of. inversions, two 
single crossovers are-theoretically possible;  these aredes-
oribed by the use of:both letters concerned. In the case of 
the two referred to, the crossover that has the left end of 
C1B and the right end of y4  is called "B’Y"; that with the 
left end of y4  and the right of 0113 (which has riot been ob-
tained) would be 11YB 1t. 

The following inversions in the X have been studied In 
this laboratory. The end-points are given as accurately as 
our present data allow - they are being determined still 
more closely in most cases. 
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